On N oveIllber 12, 1994
-- our tenth anniversary in dovvntovvn Boston -- The CoIllputer MuseUIll
opened The NetuJorked Planet;TM a Illajor 4000-square-foot exhibit on the
applications, technology, history and iITIpact of the growing cOIllputer
network infrastructure that is increasingly beco:rn.ing part of everyday life.

hardware, no longer in operation: an original Interface Message
Processor (IMP) that served to connect computers on ARPAnet,
the precursor to the Internet.

he exhibit shows how computers, and the networks
that connect them, are almost as essential as electrici1y. Using a varie1y of hands-on, interactive experiences, visitors learn about all kinds of computer
networks, from the telephone system to financial
networks to the largest network of all, the Internet.

The technology, of course, helped to put into action the many
hours of planning, design and programming provided by staff
and an army of dedicated volunteers. Our two advisory
boards ensured that the content of the exhibit was correct and
well-balanced. Experts from NYNEX, S.WLF.T. and the
Harvard Communi1y Health Plan helped collect and interpret
the information that became part of the interactive exhibits.

To achieve this, the Museum turned to leaders in the field of
networking, bringing together a veritable "United Nations" of
computer and networking technology: a high-speed Tl connection to the Internet provided by Sprint, over 30 Mac AV computers provided by Apple Computer, Novell's Netware 4 networking software to connect all the computers together, a
Chipcom hub, routers from both Wellfleet and Cisco, high-end
graphic workstations from Sun Microsystems and HewlettPackard, and a fault-tolerant Internet server from Stratus. Most
of this cutting-edge technology resides in the Network Control
Center, where visitors can see how networking technology
works in real time and is juxtaposed to an additional piece of

The result is an exhibit with over 60 computers, high-speed
access to the Internet, off-site representation in the form of a
World Wide Web site, <http://www.tcm.org.>, and, based on
summative evaluations, positive visitor response. Catching the
wave of the public's fascination with the "Information
Highway," The Networked Planet exhibit helped to break The
Computer Museum's attendance record for FY '95.
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A
Trip along the
Information Highway

that a visitor can make a choice of the approach of his guide, as
well as the option to have subtitles in Spanish. A capsule view of
each guide follows.

The Networked Planet exhibit is designed as a trip along an information highway, with areas dedicated to applications and the
impact of computer networks. But with an exhibition space of
just under 4,000 square feet, the exhibit staff and advisors had
to make tough decisions about which stops to feature along the
highway.

ERICA, a wife and mother who runs her own business consulting
firm from home:
"Computer networks let me run my business from
my house, which is great because I'm here when my
kids come home from school. But it's not always easy

Examples were chosen to illustrate the use of live feeds of
information, social and technical issues, the global character of
the network, local applications, and subjects that would be of
interest to family visitors. Major off-ramps take visitors to a
telephone network, a fmancial network, airline and weather
networks, telemedicine, and the Internet. Minor excursions via
video kiosks look at other applications, such as retailing, transportation, telecommuting, employee monitoring, and computerized fingerprinting.

keeping my family life and business separate:'

JESSIE, a teenager who by day is a computer programmer, by night
a creator of computer games:
"Come fly with me through the computer networks.
You can't make reservations, you don't need a passport, and there are no boundaries:'

To provide perspective, an historical timeline lets visitors zoom
from the era when the first telegraph message announced,
"What has God wrought?" in 1844 to maps showing the evolution of the ARPAnet into the Internet in the 1980s.

The

BEATRICE, a book editor in her fifties:

Visit

"At the publishing house where I'm an editor; we
use computer networks throughout the publishing
process. Computer networks have changed the
way we make books, but I can't say they've made
the books themselves any better."

After a brief introductory fIlm, visitors are issued key cards,
which they use to join the exhibit's local area network. Visitors
log on with their name, sex, age, and zip code, and are asked to
choose whether they want to keep their information private or
public. If they select the "public" setting, the system allows for
a "Who's out there?" option, by which they can" spy" - that is,
see the location of everyone in the exhibit who is logged on. If
they choose "private," no one has access to their information,
but they also have no access to other visitors' information.

MAX, a social worker working with the homeless:
"A lot of people don't have access to technology.
What I do is I use the technology - like computer
networks - to help these people out, get them
more connected:'

When visitors log on, they also get to pick one of four "Network
Guides," electronic tour guides who provide commentary on the
exhibit. The guides, chosen to represent diverse perspectives,
tell stories that illuminate technical and social questions. Each
gives clues to his or her unique perspective and background so

A Computer-Animated Ride Down a Phone Line

Analog lines leave an
out-going call.

Lines switch at a
switching station.

Digital lines are used
for the long haul.

Ani mations by Ed Hill
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Lines switch again.

Analog lines go to a
final destination.

The

Telephone

Network

From the time of the Carterfone decision in 1968, when the FCC
said that digital bits could be sent over phone lines, telephone
lines have been used for digital network connections. But most
people have no idea what happens after the wire leaves the wall.
The exhibit fills this gap of knowledge by providing a computer
animation, created by animator Ed Hill, that slows down the
action and illustrates the various transformations that occur in
any phone call.
While the exhibit reveals the almost miraculous technology of a
telephone network, the commentary of the guides brings out
some of the social issues. Max, for example, queries the visitor:
"What about people without phones? The homeless people I
work with don't have a number where a social service agency, a
potential employer, or landlord can reach them. In this society, if
you can't be reached by phone, you are invisible."

International
Financing and

Banks

The exhibit needed to show that while the old saying, "money
makes the world go 'round," may be true, computer networks
are what make money go around the world. No longer does
someone need to be on the floor of the stock exchange to see
the latest transaction. A variety of services brings these transactions right to the desktops of people around the world. Our
live ILX feed, provided by Thomson Financial Services, allows
visitors to view stock exchange transactions as they happen.
Visitors can stand and watch as a stock symbol changes from
green (while it is going up) to red on a down-turn, and they can
also track the monthly progress of any stock they choose.
To enforce the extremely fast pace of making financial transactions, a simulated situation was created where each visitor gets
a million "cyber-bucks" to invest in four constantly changing
global markets, with visitors competing against each other to
see who can make the most profitable investments. The closing
times of foreign markets emphasize the global quality of the
fmancial networks, as do other simulated purchasing opportunities, from African kenta cloth to New Zealand kiwi fruit.
Since the 1970s when Marshall McLuhan said that "cash is a
poor man's credit card," money has become an increasing
abstraction. Network Guide Erica expresses a common kind of
problem: "The other day when I was out shopping with my son,
he asked me to buy him an overpriced stuffed animal. I told him
it cost too much. He said, 'Momma, just get some money out of
the machine.' He thinks cash machines give you money any time
you want it. It's hard teaching my son about the value of money
when he thinks you can get all the money you want, anytime you
want, out of a machine."
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Air

Traffic

Control

This highlight of The Networked Planet
exhibit is enhanced by the incredibly fast

A direct link to the Air Traffic Control program used by the

T1 connection service provided by the

FAA provides a highly dramatic view of all the commercial

exhibit's pr incipal sponsor, Sprint. The

planes in the air in the United States at any given minute. The

T1 line allows visitors to view graphic

networks let the air traffic controllers see the big picture by

images and download audio and video clips

collecting information from multiple locations and sending it

relatively quickly. Here visitors can see for them-

to one central source.

selves the global nature of the Internet as they "surf' Web sites
that include an online art museum in France, Sarajevo Alive On

The system was designed to allow regional air traffic control

Line, a listing of events for Jerusalem's 3000th anniversary, the

managers to monitor the flow of aircraft across the country. It

Australian Triathlon page, and the site of the Mrican National

helps them to anticipate potential delays before they happen
and to orchestrate a more manageable traffic flow for air traffic

Congress.

controllers.

The Sampler's Main Menu also offers information on how the
Internet works, the history and culture of the Internet, and how

. Here's how it works:

o

to join the Internet.
Since July, visitors have learned more

Flight location information is collected. Twenty air traffic

about the

control centers across the United States track air traffic in

Internet from

hands-on

their area using radar. Every three minutes, each center sends

demonstrations that are included with

its latest radar information by phone or satellite to the John A.

the price of admission. These are the

Volpe Transportation Center in Cambridge, Mass.

first of many programs planned for The
Networked Planet, as the Museum con-

e

Flight location information is processed. Computers at the

tinues to educate the community about

Volpe Center collect the air traffic control centers' radar infor-

the Internet and other cutting-edge applications of network

mation and organize it into a "big picture" of all the airplanes'

technology. Future programs include more advanced fee-based
Internet training classes designed for the general public, for busi-

locations.

nesses, and for educators, and a video-conferencing system that

o A "big picture" of airplanes' locations is sent to over 50 cen-

will send The Computer Museum to remote sites and bring

ters. The data of all the airplanes' locations is sent via a network

remote programs to the Museum.

to computers in over 50 FAA installations (and The Networked
The most far-reaching network project is The

Planet exhibit). This includes the 20 air traffic control centers
and major airports, where flight control managers use the infor-

Online Computer Museum, which will be

mation to manage air traffic controllers. Standing at the exhibit,

launched in March 1996. More than just an

a visitor can see the locations of all the planes in the air change

online version of The Computer Museum,

every three minutes and can select any city and get a close-up of

this Web site will offer a unique online destination with online

their incoming ffights.

exhibits, forums, and research opportunities. Visitors can preview
our ideas for The Online Computer Museum and read learn
about our existing exhibits and facilities at our Web site, located

The

Internet

at: <http://www.tcm.org/>.

Sampler

The idea of the Internet can be diffi-

.:.
,,

cult to understand without experienc-

;

their first ride on this most public~
hyped segment of the "Information

ing it firsthand. For many visitors, the
exhibit's Internet Samplers provide

Highway." The Samplers offer an
easy on-ramp to the Internet, either by using Gopher or via the
World Wide Web. Visitors can choose Internet sites to visit from
the "hot lists" compiled by Museum staff and arranged in subject
categories, or enter their own favorite Uniform Resource Locator
(URL), or search the Net for their own interests using search
engines and Net indexes.
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